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Abstract 
Meanings that occur in the reflexive constructions (verb + reflexive sebja ‘self’) are considered in the paper on the basis of verbs 
of motion, mental, emotional and speech verbs. “Ordinary” pronouns do not initiate changes in meaning, but reflexive ones, on 
the contrary, can do it. Verbs of physical action in their initial meanings have two options for a dependent noun phrase. 
For verbs of speech, felicity conditions change in the reflexive context. 
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1. Introduction 
The main function of the reflexive pronoun sebya (‘self’) is to mark the coreference of one of the participants of 
the situation with the subject, cf.: Natasha [X] smeared Margarita [Y] with cream vs. Natasha [X] smeared herself 
[X] with cream.  
It is believed that the use of a pronoun (including reflexive) instead of a noun does not entail semantic changes. 
However, the reflexive pronoun sebya (‘self’) occupies a special position, and differs significantly from other 
substantive pronouns. For instance, there are combinations “verb + reflexive sebya ‘self’», cf.:  
ushchipnut' sebya ‘to pinch oneself’; oblit' sebya kholodnoy vodoy ‘to pour cold water over oneself’; namazat' 
sebya kremom ‘to smear oneself with cream’, podvinut' chashku k sebe‘to move the cup to oneself’, zakazat' sebe 
uzhin‘to order a dinner for oneself’ 
These are considered free combinations. The reflexive sebya ‘self’ denotes coreference with the subject. But it 
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does not cause any semantic changes in the verb or in the construction in general, cf.:  
Ya ostorozhno nakryla yeyo pledom ‘I carefully covered her with a plaid’; 
Ona nakryla sebya chekhlami s kresel, chtoby ne teryat' teplo. ‘She covered herself with chair covers to keep 
warm’. 
There are also fully idiomatic combinations that could be found in the dictionary, cf.: vyyti iz sebya ‘to be beside 
oneself; to lose one’s temper; to fly into a rage’. In this paper we want to show that the real situation is much more 
complicated: 
reflexives affect interpretations of the constructions to varying extents;  
the reflexive pronoun shows that changes take place within verbs, the semantics of verbs are also changed in 
accordance with the changing situations; 
the reflexive pronoun may be the only possible complement of verbs. If the meaning is only manifested through 
reflexive constructions they become idiomatic. The majority of such phrases are not found in dictionaries –only 
“obvious” idioms could be found, cf. priyti v sebya ‘to come to one’s senses’, vzyat' sebya v ruki ‘to gather oneself; 
to pull oneself together’; 
between the two extremes – free combinations and idioms – there is a large number of systemic verbal meanings 
that are at different stages of idiomatization. 
In this paper we will only consider sentences with personal subjects (cf. Zhenshchina prizhala k sebe rebenka 
‘The woman snuggled the baby to herself’), but this paper will not discuss examples with impersonal subjects (cf. 
Eksponat privlekayet k sebe vnimaniye posetiteley ‘Exhibit attracts the attention of visitors’); we will only consider 
verb constructions (“verb + reflexive sebya”). 
2. Figurative meanings of physical action verbs 
Let us consider causative verbs denoting objects in motion  (approach-removal). They have three arguments – 
subject X (agence), object Y (patient) and landmark Z:  
X pridvinulY k Z ‘X (=Subject) moved up something (Y= Object) to something (Z= Landmark)’; 
X priblizil Y k Z ‘X brought something (Y) closer to something (Z)’; 
ХprizhalY k Z ‘X pressed something (Y) to something (Z)’. 
Reflexive pronouns can refer to landmarks. 
In the initial meaning corresponding to the physical situation, a landmark may be expressed both by a noun and 
by a reflexive pronoun, i.e. a landmark may be an alternative coreferent or non-coreferent:  
Borets prizhal protivnika k kovru– Mat' prizhala rebenka k sebe 
‘The wrestler pressed his opponent to the mat’ – ‘The mother pressed the baby to herself’; 
On pridvinul stul k stene– On pridvinul stul k sebe 
‘He moved the chair closer to the wall’ – ‘He moved the chair closer to himself’; 
On priblizil litso k steklu– On priblizil k sebe svechu 
‘He brought his face closer to the glass’– ‘He brought a candle closer to himself’; 
On ottolknul rebenka ot kraya obryva– On ottolknul protivnika ot sebya 
‘He pushed away the baby from the brink’– ‘He pushed away the opponent from himself’. 
However, landmarks can only be expressed by a reflexive pronoun in some figurative meanings. For example, in 
one of the metaphorical meanings of the verb priblizit’ ‘bring closer’ the landmark can only be expressed by a 
coreferent: 
Posle voyny Stalin priblizil k sebe leningradskuyu gruppu [Science and Life», 2008] ‘After the war, Stalin 
brought the Leningrad group closer to himself’.  
Cf. also: Imperatritsa priblizila k sebe favorite ‘The Empress brought the favorite closer to herself’, but: 
*Kantsler priblizil favorita k imperatritse ‘The Chancellor brought the favorite closer to the Empress’. 
Cf. also the verb gnat’ (‘to drive away; to chase away) with a personal object and one’s landmark can be 
designated by the coreferent Mat' gonitmenya ot vzroslykh [Andrey Belyy] ‘Mother drives me away from adults’, as 
non-coreferent: Goniteot sebya plokhikh lyudey ‘Drive away the bad people from yourself’. 
However, the coreferent’s landmark may only be used in the context of the mental object (thoughts, fears, hopes, 
etc.): gonite ot sebya eti mrachnyye mysli / strakh‘drive away / chase away those dark thoughts / fears from 
yourself’. For example, you can throw a dog away from both yourself and from the porch, but you can only throw 
away dark thoughts from yourself. 
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These examples illustrate a general trend in the formation of derivative meanings. Pronouns (including reflexive) 
are usually not identified as components of semantic derivation. They are presumably incapable of affecting the 
meanings of verbs since they are auxiliaries. 
The meaning of predicative words can change because speakers use them in different situations, which are, from 
the speaker’s perspective, similar to the initial situation or have some connection to it. The semantic change in 
predicative words manifests itself in the modification of their co-occurrence, in particular, in the violation of 
combination constraints, cf. voda kipit vs. strasti kipyat‘water boils vs. passions boil’. 
The meaning of the predicate adapts to the new context. But this adaptation occurs, presumably, only under the 
influence of content vocabulary, i.e. words that are not used as auxiliaries. Pronouns are seemingly not involved in 
this process, since they do not have their own lexical meanings. This thesis will not consider the reflexive pronoun 
sebya (‘self’), since context changes the nature of the situation and, hence, affects the meaning of the predicate 
denoting the situation. 
Of course, the situation changes not because we have used the reflexive. On the contrary, we use a reflexive 
because the situation has changed. The reflexive signals the coreference of the subject with one of the minor 
participants. Unlike other anaphoric pronouns that only serve as reference mechanisms, the reflexive pronoun also 
signals that we are dealing with a special situation, namely the reflexive situation. 
The situation in which subject and object, subject and landmark, subject and benefactive, or subject and 
addressee etc. coincide differs from the standard situation, i.e. from the situation with non-coreferent participants. 
The action with an external object and the impact on one’s own body or mind cannot be completely identical. Even 
if such situations are similar on the level of denotation, they differ on the level of implications. For example, if you 
cover someone with a plaid, then this person experiences warmth. If you cover yourself with a plaid, then you 
experience warmth—it is not the same. The context of the reflexive paves the way for semantic changes, though 
they do not always occur.  
Thus, “ordinary” pronouns are usually not components of meaning changes but the reflexive, on the contrary, is 
one. According to lexicographical practices, these elements begin to be taken into account once the process of 
idiomatization is complete cf.: priyti v sebya‘to come to one’s senses’. In intermediate phases, however, these 
elements are not taken into consideration. In particular, dictionaries do not usually indicate that an argument is 
expressed only by reflexive pronouns, especially if it is not necessary from a syntactic point of view. 
Meanwhile, there isa significant number of verb meanings and arguments, which are only expressed through the 
reflexive. Such cases undoubtedly represent a systemic phenomenon in Russian. 
3. The internal domain of humans 
Let us now discuss the array of human conditions, both emotional and mental, which are expressed my 
predicates. Lexical units referring to the mind and emotions are arranged in quite different wayscompared to the 
vocabulary referring to the physical realm. First, verbs of emotion and mental verbs do not have metaphorical 
meanings (Kustova, 2000, pages 211–336). Second, the nature of the situation often does not change as a result of 
replacing the “regular” object by a coreferential one.  
Vy za Protopopova ne bespokoytes'! Vy za sebya bespokoytes'! [Sergey Dovlatov] ‘Do not worry about 
Protopopov! Worry about yourself’. 
We encounter cases of phraseologization in situations with the reflexive or even with predicates of emotion or 
mental predicates. What could be decisive here is not only in determining what is semantic, but also what is ethical. 
In predicates of emotion, the construction ne zhalet' (ne zhaleya) sebya(‘not to feel sorry for oneself’) can be 
seen as an example of phraseologization. The verb zhalet' ‘to feel sorry for smb.’ has a “standard” meaning, which 
represents an internal state or the relation of a person in respect to another person or to himself:  
Pomnyu, idu po Arbatu i zhaleyu sebya: “Zachem mne eta muzyka?” [I Arkhipova. Music of life (1996)] ‘I 
remember walking down the Arbat and feeling sorry for myself, “Why do I need this music?”’. 
As for the idiomatic signification, the expression ne zhalet' / ne zhaleja sebya characterizes, above all, the 
activity rather than the subject. It also serves as an indication of strong emphasis (‘not to spare oneself / not sparing 
oneself’). The meaning of the expression ne zhaleja sebya ‘not sparing oneself’ is based on certain moral 
assumptions. It is associated with a world view according to which selfishness is considered as sinful, and self-
sacrifice as virtuous. 
The distribution of subjective expressions that have arisen from mental verbs reflects this conception of the 
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world and this idealization of human behavior, for example, ne dumat' o sebe‘not to think about oneself’ (with a 
positive connotation); On dumayet tol'ko o sebe‘He thinks only about himself’ (with a negative connotation). 
4. Conclusion 
The fundamental property of normal communication is the absence of coreference between the subject and the 
addressee. This fundamental property is violated in the act of autocommunication. This would lead to many 
semantic, pragmatic and illocutionary effects. 
In principle, speech verbs are close to verbs of emotion and mental verbs. They can also have a propositional 
argument, namely the content of speech: to say that P; to order to P, etc. They can also include emotional and 
evaluative components (scold, rebuke, and so on). But speech also has an illocutionary characteristic. 
Speech is an action that the speaker produces for specific purposes. Each type of speech involves a number of 
“felicity conditions” (Searle, 1969; Paducheva, 1985, p. 25) preconditions, sincerity conditions, etc. These 
conditions presuppose not only the existence of speaker and addressee, but also the absence of the identity of the 
speaker and addressee. The message as a speech act type presupposes that the speaker believes that the addressee 
does not have information P. The speaker wants the addressee to perform an action, and the speech act permits the 
addressee to do this. The speaker does not have certain information. He suggests that the addressee has it, and wants 
to acquire this information. 
Obviously, all of these assumptions and conditions are violated if the speaker and the addressee coincide, which 
would lead us to question:  
–  what can the speaker tell himself?.. What kind of unknown information? 
–  why try to force yourself to make some action with the help of a speech act, if it is not necessary?; 
–  why ask yourself if you do not know the answer (and vice versa: why ask yourself if you already know the 
answer), etc. 
All crucial felicity conditions of speech acts are violated in autocommunication; however, speech verbs that are 
used with the reflexive sebya ‘self’ do not become meaningless. There is a restructuring of the original prototypical 
situation of speech. Because of this, the speech verb preserves its function. 
The verb to say is the most neutral, unmarked speech verb. In autocommunication, this verb can have various 
interpretations. Because of the lack of phonetic components in interior speech, the emphasis shifts to the 
propositional content, i.e. to the sense. Therefore, a speech verb can be used as a synonym of a mental verb. A 
correlation between the neutral speech verb to say and the neutral mental verb to think is natural. In the simplest 
case, to say smth. to oneself essentially means ‘to think’: 
Teper' nado vozvrashchat'sya domoy, ― skazala sebe Tanya [L. Ulitskaya] ‘Now I have to go home – Tanya 
said to herself’ ≈ ‘thought’.  
In some cases, to say smth. to oneselfis equivalent to other predicates – to decide, to order, to understand, to 
believe: 
“Bud' chto budet!” ― skazal sebe Rubakhin, bystro prigotoviv avtomat k boyu[Vladimir Makanin] ‘“Come what 
may” – Rubakhin said to himself, ready for battle’ ≈ ‘decided’.  
Skazat' sebe “stop!” ‘to say to oneself, “Stop!”’ ≈ ‘to give an order to oneself; to prohibit smth. from oneself’. 
I seychas soldatik nadeyalsya, chto vstretit tu devushku na perrone i s neyu zagovorit, khotya zagovorit li, 
reshitsya li, skazat' sebe ne mog [Viktor Astaf'yev] ‘And now the soldier was hoping that he would meet the girl on 
the platform and talk to her, although he could not say to himself if he would dare to talk to her’: he could not say to 
himself ≈ ‘He was not sure [that he would dare to do P]’. 
Yesli vso ischeznet, mozhno skazat' sebe, chto ty i ne ozhidal nichego takogo […] [Fazil' Iskander]. ‘If all is 
gone, you can tell yourself that you did not expect anything’: one can tell oneself ≈ ‘one can believe / assume [that 
P]’. 
In inner speech, the construction to ask oneself corresponds to the subject’s thoughts. The “internal” question is 
not designed to evoke an answer, therefore, this construction does not denote questions to which only the 
interlocutor can answer. It’s strange to ask oneself: What is the name of the man at the window?; Who called at two 
o’clock in the morning?; but cf.: He asked himself: I wonder who that person is at the window?; He asked himself 
who would call at two o’clock? Such utterances are correct. 
When a person asks himself a question, he usually does not want to “get to know” something new but wants to 
“understand” something. He tries to explain some facts to himself or to solve some problems that require thinking. 
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Therefore, to ask oneself in autocommunication is comparative to mental verbs and verbs of emotion: 
Sledovalo sprosit' sebya, gde on brodil do sikh por i pochemu poyavilsya v kharchevne tol'ko teper' [Mariya 
Semenova] ‘It was necessary to ask ourselves, where he has wandered so far and why he appears in the tavern only 
now’ ≈ ‘to think about P; to try to understand P’;  
No kak, sprosil sebya Nemirovskiy, v dikikh gorakh mozhno ovladet' desyatkami yazykov["Knowledge is force", 
2003] ‘Nemirovsky asked himself how one can masterdozens of languages in the wild mountains’ ≈ ‘he wondered’. 
Finally, in autocommunication verbs of order denote an attempt to force oneself to do something that one does 
not want to do; an attempt to come to terms with an undesirable situation: 
Chestfild ne smog skryt' svoyego skeptitsizma. Vprochem, doktor prikazal sebe etogo ne zamechat [Il'ya 
Boyashov] ‘Chestfild could not hide his skepticism. However, the doctor ordered himself not to notice it’;  
Kryachko prikazal sebe smirit'sya s neizbezhnym budushchim [N. Leonov, A. Makeyev (2000–2004)] ‘Kryachko 
ordered himself to accept the inevitable future’. 
Speech verbs in autocommunication express a specific human conceptual model: in human consciousness there 
is a kind of controlling authority, which gives us orders, manages correct behavior, condemns misbehavior and bad 
actions, and causes a negative emotional state. Authorities may have different conceptualizations – conscience, 
judgment, or control (cf. Apresjan, 1995, pages 352–354). It is very important that the supervising authority talks to 
the man and uses speech to control his behavior and emotions. 
So, in relation to physical predicates, “reflexive” meanings arise as a result of metaphorization. Whereas, beside 
mental, emotion and speech predicates (i.e. predicates with a propositional argument), “reflexive” meanings are 
associated with metonymic shifts. Thus, between free reflexive constructions and reflexive phrasemes, there is a 
large group of reflexive meanings which are produced only by the reflexive pronoun sebya (‘self’). This means that 
there is a whole cluster of predicates, which could be expressed by nothing but the reflexive pronoun. 
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